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K R I S T A  M O L L I O N
CUT THE BS BOOTCAMP

I’m referring to those excuses and lies

you tell yourself over and over again why

you are not achieving your goals (or even

starting or not giving your full effort). In

this bootcamp, we are going to slay your

BS excuses. You’ll need a quiet place, a

notebook, some index cards, and a few

hours total for this bootcamp. Don’t rush

this nor attempt it if you are not in the

right mindset to focus and go deep. You

may get emotional.To overcome big

issues, we need to get a little

uncomfortable first but I promise you the

results will be worth it.

So let’s get started!

 

You know what I’m 
talking about, right?



W H A T  I S  T H E  B S
Y O U  T E L L

Y O U R S E L F ?
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

“Disclaimer: If you had childhood

trauma, this exercise may get you a

bit emotional. Please only proceed if

you have the right safe environment

and support in case these emotions

are too powerful.

Close your eyes and think about early relationships. 

-Let’s start at the beginning – your childhood home: Your parents, your

grandparents, your aunts and uncles, your siblings, and any adult family

friends. 

-Then your neighbors, both adults and kids, babysitters, any neighborhood

store owners, or people you saw regularly near your home.

-Next comes society – school, church, after school programs, summer

camps, and more. Let’s go from lower grades all the way through high

school.

 



C U T  T H E  B S
Does your childhood make you

feel mostly happy…or not? 

What feelings come to mind?

What are the other feelings

coming up?Were you popular?

Were you bullied? Were you an

insider or an outcast?Did you

receive a lot of positive attention,

negative attention, or not much

attention at all?
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

Continued

PERSON'S NAME WHO PLAYED A BIG ROLE IN YOUR PAST

GOOD RELATIONSHIP Y/N?

FEELINGS THEY GAVE YOU

LABELS YOU FELT WITH THEM (COOL.
SMART, ETC

SCENARIOS THEY MADE YOU FEEL THAT
WAY

Grab your notebook.

5 minutes may be enough or this

could take up to 30 minutes. 

Go at your own pace. 

Write it all down. You can use the 

following table as a guide to getting 

a full picture of your childhood.

http://bit.ly/2MQuiWZ


O L D  L A B E L S
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

The way you were treated in your early years

largely determines how you feel about yourself

now.  As a child, you shape your ideas about your

identity and self-worth from the way others

categorize you. These labels are then internalized

and you start acting the way you were

labeled. Luckily, if you did not have the best

childhood, it is not permanent, if you don’t let it be.

You can change those thoughts. Let’s do that!

"Love yourself first and
everything else falls into line.
You really have to love yourself
to get anything done in this
world.”

 –Lucille Ball

https://amzn.to/2kjmOyX


O L D  L A B E L S
Please grab a package of index cards (any kind).

Open your notebook and review the exercise we just completed about your

childhood.

Pick a scenario and a person who you interacted with from your past.

Write on each card a single word how they treated you or made you feel.

Only use one index card per label. There should only be a single word on each

card.

Use as many cards as you want.
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

Continued

https://amzn.to/2kjmOyX


O L D  L I E S

 

Now that we’ve reflected on some of your earliest childhood memories, we

will take it one step further to write out some statements you came to believe

were true about you. 

Using the feelings and scenarios from exercise 1, let’s make the list:I believe

that I am….

(insert lie 1 someone told you).

(insert lie 2 someone told you). 

And so on…

P.S. You may argue that you don’t believe these things now and I’m sure you

don’t fully but we are trying to get rid of even that little hidden part of your

mind that remembers and is holding on to those lies. 

There is something powerful about writing them down. Get them out of your

head and heart! Please don’t hold back and be in denial about any of them.

You have nothing to be embarrassed by. However absurd some of these

statements may sound, in the mind of your inner child, it made perfect sense

at that time. As a child, we are open and vulnerable. We don’t have some of

the protection mechanisms we have later in adulthood to fight off others’

assaults and insults. Please let it all flow out freely without overthinking it.

This list is for YOU and you do not need to share it with anyone.
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

Stop Lettomg Old Lies Hold You Back!

https://amzn.to/2ZCPaXH


C L O S U R E  W I T H
Y O U R  I N N E R  C H I L D
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

Slow Down and Smell the Flowers

Let’s grab the Labels index cards you made in the

previous Exercise.

 

I want you to divide them into two piles:

 -the Feel Good pile and

-the Feel Bad pile

 

Let’s start with the Feel Good pile. Think about all

those people and situations that make you smile.If

possible, pin those cards up on a bulletin board or

keep them in a manilla folder in your desk you can pull

out anytime. As you read those cards, think about the

strength of love and kindness. Because of those

people, you have these sweet memories and good

feelings about yourself. That is powerful!

 

Next, we’ll tackle the Feed Bad pile. "Owning our story and
loving ourselves through that
process is the bravest thing 
that we’ll ever do.” 

– Brené Brown



C L O S U R E  W I T H
Y O U R  I N N E R  C H I L D
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

Let’s grab the Feel Good and Feel Bad Piles again.I want you to read each card

one-by-one in your head and then say aloud what the adult you believes

today.Example: I am a good artist. Or I am fat.Let’s attack the Feel Good pile

first. As you read each one, write on the back if you wantthis in your current life

and if so, what ways you can include it. For example, “I am an artist.” Could be

“Buy art supplies and start painting again.” Do this until you went through the

entire Feel Good Pile. You don’t have to keep all of them but do this exercise

with an open mind because talents are forever! Next, let’s get back to the Feel

Bad pile. Go through the cards one-by-one and say the statement aloud, then

write on the back why this isn’t true. Example: “I am fat.” Would be “I know I am

in a healthy weight range.” Do it slowly so it sinks in. How does it feel? Are there

any ‘bad’ beliefs still there? If so, separate them out into a sub-pile so we can

work on them later.

Continued



T A C K L E  T H E  B S
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

Let’s grab the Feel Good and Feel Bad Piles again. I want you to read each card 

one-by-one in your head  and then say aloud what the adult you believes today. 

 

Example: I am a good artist. Or I am fat. 

 

Let’s attack the Feel Good pile first. As you read each one, write on the back if

you want this in your current life and if so, what ways you can include it. 

 

For example, “I am an artist.” Could be “Buy art supplies and start painting

again.” 

 

Do this until you went through the entire Feel Good Pile. 

 

You don’t have to keep all of them but do this exercise with an open mind

because talents are forever! 

 

Next, let’s get back to the Feel Bad pile. 

 

Go through the cards one-by-one and say the statement aloud, then write on

the back why this isn’t true. 

 

Example: “I am fat.” would be “I know I am in a healthy weight range.” 

 

Do it slowly so it sinks in. How does it feel? Are there any ‘bad’ beliefs still

there? If so, separate them out into a sub-pile so we can work on them later.



Let’s pretend someone calls to ask you about a person.

They are considering hiring them, partnering with them, or maybe it's personal so

they want to know more about their character.

They called you for advice.

They want your honest opinion. Because you know this person best.

Describe everything about them. Should they hire them? Can they be trusted? Do

they produce high quality work? Will they deliver on-time? Are they worth the

money they charge? Are they as experienced as they say?

Tell them everything you know, without holding back.

The person you are describing is...YOU.

M E E T . . . ( Y O U )
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

Yes, he/she is amazing! 



A P O L O G Y
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

Now we are going to write ourselves an apology letter. This letter should not be

rushed. Think carefully of any bad things you’ve said or done to yourself.

Describe them. Say why it was wrong. Get personal. No one needs to see this

letter ever. You can destroy it if you wish later. So please write with

abandonment. This letter should have all your deepest secrets that you feel

guilty or ashamed about. Once you are done, take a break. Get some fresh air.

This is a major milestone.
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

Wait for a quiet moment where you are not stressed and can complete this next

exercise uninterrupted. Sit down in a calm place and read the letter. Think about

it deeply. Would you treat anyone else this way? Why did you do it to yourself?

Reflect who you were in the past. Tell yourself the times are over when you let

yourself down. Promise yourself from no on to be there for yourself and never

to mistreat yourself again. Remember your inner critic was based on years of

conditioning and comparison. It was not your fault. Now let it go. Tell yourself “I

forgive you.” And “I love you.” Feel the inner peace of being aligned with

yourself. Now you can live in the present and use all your energy towards

positive actions driving you towards success.

F O R G I V E N E S S



T H A N K  Y O U
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For all questions, please contact KRISTA MOLLION

at krista@thesassymethod.com. 

My consultations always include access to me to

answer questions.

For completing this bootcamp, you get a gift from

me!

A 10% discount off any full-price purchase with the

code CUTTHEBS

QUESTIONS/ CONTACT


